CASTE   AND   CUSTOMS
p-S family love. But there is a snag. Family loyalty can
aik> mean inter-family feuds. Litigation is aVery popular
hobby, as has already been mentioned. It leads "to family
jealousy, malice, and continual scrapping which often lasts
for years. The reason for its popularity is complex. First,
there is the fact that so few Indians, even when they have
learned to read and can do so fluently, make use of this
knowledge to any great extent. Vernacular literature is
limited in amount, and is not cheap. In most cases Indian
families, especially in the villages, cannot afford to buy
books, and the result is that, on the average, the Indian is
not a great reader. He therefore has little to do, in his
leisure hours, but to talk. Talk becomes gossip, gossip
becomes scandal—and the seeds of litigation are sown.
*. Then there is the presence of numerous lawyers, man}7
of them poorly qualified, some of whom foster family
quarrels as providing their source of income. If an Indian
boy is educated up to Matriculation standard, and fails to
get a clerical or similar job, he is very likely to put up
his plate, so to speak, as a " vakil" or advocate. The
smattering of law he has acquired is enough to demand a
small fee, and the poorer villagers wall employ this class
of vakil, not being able to afford the fees of those who
are better qualified. The demand has created a supply,
and the supply, made in this way excessive, has to create
a further demand, which is easily done by fostering dis-
content and advising one's acquaintances to " go to law
about it " rather than to forgive and be friends. A vicious
circle is thus established. Although India needs doctors
so badly, yet the majority of Indians who come to Europe
for their higher education enter the legal profession, in
* which high fees are often obtained. Whatever its causes,
this tendency to rush into law cases about petty family
affairs and imagined insults is one of the major tragedies
of India.
A sad, but true, story which illustrates this side of
Indian village life far more forcibly than anything else
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